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Intro about the report

Budbee highlights in 2021
All deliveries in Sweden are made with fossil-free
and renewable energy
Mapped how Budbee's activities contribute to the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Live with new CO2 offset partner Lune
Started to provide emissions Reports for merchants
Produced our first climate report together with
Position Green
Published one whistleblowing system for drivers,
and one for Budbee employees
Published a Code of conduct applicable to all
business partners

Coming up in 2022 and 2023
Deliveries with fossil-free and renewable energy in
more markets
Materiality analysis
Launch of long-term sustainability goals
This report covers all Budbee sustainability activities and
results for 2021 in the following companies: Budbee Holding
AB, Budbee Sweden AB, Budbee ApS, Budbee Oy, Budbee
B.V and Budbee Belgium BV. Budbee’s sustainability
strategy and activities are aligned and linked with the UN
sustainable development goals for 2030. 


We measure our GHG footprint with Greenhouse Gas
Protocols methodically for scope 1, 2 and 3 and we have
during the year developed the methodology for how to
calculate greenhouse gas emissions in our value chain.

Develop Human rights due diligence process
Diversity policy
Continued collaborations to achieve emission-free
deliveries
Develop environmental and human rights policy
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This is Budbee today

Founded in 2016, Budbee is a Sweden-based tech
company with the mission to make online shopping
easier. Charged with a self-learning system and
bespoke algorithms, Budbee reaches more than 35
million people in Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Belgium, and
the Netherlands - either through the extensive network of
parcel lockers or with home deliveries. 


From the very start, Budbee has put the consumer’s
needs first and so far, more than 7 million unique
consumers have been served with same or next-day
deliveries using bikes, electrical vehicles, and biofuels.
Budbee's services are used by thousands of ecommerce companies, including ASOS, Zalando, Inditex
and H&M. Backed by Kinnevik, Stena Sessan and AMF
among others, Budbee is on track to become the leading
European e-commerce platform. Always with the
customer at heart.
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Budbee Mission & Vision

Our Value Proposition 


We are in it for the long run

— Being long-term is about being sustainable in everything we do. 

— We are the leader within green deliveries. That is why we have

climate compensated all emissions from the start.

— We treat employees and partners in a good way. And we celebrate together. Because we are all
part of the same family. 

— We always invest for the future. For our sake, for our customers’ 

sake and for the sake of the planet. 


We build on transparency

— We have built our service offering on transparency from day one. 

— We are reliable. Our customers know when they can expect us. In that way,

we deliver time. And we are only as good as our last delivery. 

— By being transparent internally, we make sure that our employees and

partners know what to do today and where we are heading tomorrow. 


We are brave

— We have always been early in making bold decisions. We dare to invest.

That is a key to our success.

— To be truly brave, we need a culture where mistakes can be made.

For us, making mistakes is about pushing the boundaries. 

— We are good at what we do and we are brave together. Always as one team. That is how we inspire
and learn from each other.

Our mission. To make
the online shopping
experience easier.
Our vision. Become
the leading European
e-Commerce platform
with the customer at
heart.
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Strategy and goals

Our four
strategic 

pillars
In achiving our mission 

we will always be sustainable

we will always be financially solid

we will always be compliant


More parcels

The place to bee

World class
operations

Loyal consumers
Profitable volume
Own the consumer
journey

Excellent deliveries
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Budbee milestones

2016
The idea is born and Fredrik Hamilton
founds Budbee. After a year of tech
development, we make our first delivery.

2018
Kinnevik invests 80 mSEK in Budbee and
becomes the company’s first large
external investor. We also do our first
international expansion, and open an
office and terminal in Helsinki, Finland.

2020
Budbee raises 278 mSEK from Stena
Sessan and existing investors. We open
our first energy self-sufficient terminal,
launch our consumer app and our
additional delivery service; Budbee Box.

2017
We prove our scalability with our first
sorting machine and expand to several
new cities. H&M signs an agreement to
start offering Budbee to their customers.

2019
Budbee expands to Denmark and the
Netherlands. H&M joins as an investor in
Budbee in a 50 mSEK round led by
Kinnevik.

2021
The number of Budbee employees
succeeds 450. We raise 525 mSEK in a
funding round led by AMF and launch in
our fith market; Belgium, reaching more
than 30 million consumers across
Europe.
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Interview, CEO and Founder,
Fredrik Hamilton
Sustainability has been high on Budee’s agenda since day 1. Why do you focus on this?  

— One of our core values is to be long term and with that, acting sustainably comes naturally.
This is not an add-on and nice to have, but core to our business model. How we act today lays
the foundation for what we can achieve tomorrow so we invest in fossil-free and renewable
energy, whistleblowing functions and smart technical solutions to make us more efficient and
leave as small a footprint as possible. Moreover, offering environmentally and socially
sustainable solutions is something that both the end consumer and our merchant partners
expect. Without a sustainable mindset, we would simply not be relevant.



As a European player, how does Budbee experience the interest in sustainable solutions in
different markets?

— We see that the interest in these topics is universal - all consumers, merchants and
politicians have this high on their agendas. We do however see some national differences in
terms of how easy it is to work with this - there is e.g. a difference in access to biofuels, charging
stations, governmental support for fossil-free and renewable energy etc. We try to use our voice
to highlight the potential of moving the industry in a more sustainable direction and have
received positive responses from lawmakers in e.g. Belgium.



How do your services and way of working promote sustainability?

— We work with sustainability in every aspect of our business. We are very proud that all
transports in Sweden, Finland and the Netherlands run on fossil-free and renewable energy and
are working hard to achieve this also in Denmark and Belgium. We have solar panels and
charging stations in many of our terminals and use cargo bikes and other electric vehicles in
many urban areas. 



What feedback do you receive on the efforts by Budbee with regard to sustainability?

— Overwhelmingly positive! We are starting to see this becoming a must-have for many
stakeholders, and were especially happy to see that for example the online beauty store, LYKO,
removed all delivery companies that could not ensure fossil-free and renewable energy from
their check-out in early 2022.



We work in close dialogue with our courier partners to ensure fair working conditions for drivers,
something that is regulated via the Code of Conduct that all our business partners must sign.
We also offer whistleblowing functions where anybody working for or with Budbee may report
potential irregularities anonymously. We are also in the process of setting up a Human Rights
Due Diligence process in line with the EU Taxonomy and UN Sustainability Goals. 


What were Budbee’s major sustainability achievements in 2021?

— In 2021, we achieved the milestone of only using fossil-free and renewable energy in all our
transports, from pick-up, via linehaul and all the way to the last mile, in Sweden. We were also
the first in our industry to transparently show how the use of different energy sources is divided
between different legs of the journey. Since transparency is one of our core values, we strive to
share as much information as possible about the work we do. 


In the same spirit, we also published information about our Code of Conduct, whistle-blowing
function and general terms and conditions for how we work with drivers on our website. Anyone
can now read about the demands we set on our external partners and how we work with
ensuring fair working conditions throughout the value chain.
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UN Sustainable Development
Goals for 2030


UN SDG Goal 7 Affordable & clean energy
Goal 7.2: “By 2030, increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix Indicators”. 

— Budbee contributes to this goal by investing in - and producing renewable energy with our solar panels. We
also invest in charging stations for EVs.

UN SDG Goal 8, Decent Work & Economic Growth
Goal 8.5 & 8.8: “By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all.”. “Protect labour
rights and promote safe and secure working environments for all workers.”.

— Budbee contributes to this goal by delivering sustainable economic growth, productive employment and
decent work. In addition, Budbee protects labour rights and offers safe and secure working environments.

UN SDG , Sustainable ities & ommunities
11

C

C

Goal . : “By 2030, to reduce the negative environmental impact of cities per person, for example by paying
particular attention to air uality and the treatment of municipal and other waste.”
11 6

q

 


— Budbee contributes to this goal by lowering the environmental impact of cities and improving air uality.
q

UN SDG Goal

12

, Responsible onsumption & roduction
C

P

Goal 2.2 & 2.5: “By no later than 2030, to achieve sustainable administration and efficient use of natural
resources”. “By 2030, to considerably reduce the volume of waste through measures to prevent, reduce,
recycle or reuse waste.
1

1

”


— Budbee contributes to this goal by offering a more sustainable consumption pattern through our
sustainable delivery services. In addition, we develop new 2 services that will enable more sustainable
consumption and contribute to the circular economy
C

C

.



UN SDG Goal 3, limate Action
1

C

Goal 3.2: “Integrate climate change measures into national policies, strategies and planning”.

1

— Budbee contributes to this goal by taking action to combat climate change by offering fossil-free and
renewable fuels. In addition, we measure our annual
2 footprint and compensate for our impact in scopes
1- . his compensation is done together with our partner, une.
CO

3

T

L
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Three Green Pillars

Fossil-free and
renewable fuels

Route
optimisation and
fill-rates

Sustainable cities

Decreasing our CO2 footprint in our
transportation is key to our performance
and we work actively to support our courier
partners in the transition to more
sustainable fuel options. We also have
energy-self-sufficient terminals with solar
panels and charging stations for Electric
vehicles.

Route Optimisation & Fill Rates through our
technological innovation contributes
heavily to our sustainability, customer
satisfaction and efficiency.

Budbee lowered the environmental impact
of cities and improved air quality by
switching to renewable diesel, HVO100, and
electrical vehicles in bigger cities. We
provide the urban population with
sustainable logistics, we are implementing
clean last-mile solutions by using HVO100
and electrical vehicles.
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Key Contributions to
Sustainability

Fossil-free & Renewable Fuels

Route Optimisation & Fill Rates

Decreasing our CO2 footprint is key to our performance and we work actively to
support our courier partners in the transition to more sustainable fuel options. We
also work actively with our own capital goods and energy use. 


Our technological innovations contribute heavily to our sustainability, customer
satisfaction and efficiency. 


Key achievements 

— In Sweden, Budbee is the first in the industry to openly reveal how the fuel
consumption is composed throughout the delivery chain, thus bringing full
transparency to retailers and customers.

— We are proud to say that all deliveries in Sweden are made using only fossil-free
and renewable fuels. These deliveries are made using electricity, human muscle
power and HVO (biodiesel). 


— Our bespoke algorithms ensure that we always drive the most optimal route,
not a single unnecessary meter. 

— We 3D-scan all parcels to ensure maximum fill rates which lower the number of
unnecessary routes and fuel consumption. 

— Our in-house developed driver app guides the drivers, for example providing
information on routes, parking, upcoming stops (e.g. if it is more efficient to bring
two parcels at a given stop instead of one) and how to load the vehicle.


— In 2020, we opened an energy-self-sufficient terminal with solar panels and
charging stations for EVs.
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Environment Scope 1-2

We measure our GHG footprint with Greenhouse Gas
Protocols methodically for scope 1, 2 and 3 and we have
during the year developed the methodology for how to
calculate greenhouse gas emissions in our value chain. As
part of the development of our sustainability work, we have
improved our method for compiling and reporting
greenhouse gas emissions in our value chain in
accordance with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol's
methodology for scope 1, 2 and 3.

Scope 1

Scope 2

In Scope 1 we include the emissions from our
production facilities and office cars in Sweden,
Finland and Netherlands. The used emission factor
for Tank to Wheel is 180 gCo2e/km (Source: Swedish
climate report 2021). Energy fuels (natural gas) are
based on usage in offices and some terminals. The
emission factor for Energy fuels scope 1 is: 2021.35
gCo2e/m3 (Source: DEFRA 2021).

In Scope 2 we include the emissions from
purchased electricity in our terminals and offices.
We used the emission factor “Market based
emissions from electricity” in scope 2 (ton CO₂e)
and “Location based emissions from electricity”,
scope 2 (ton CO₂e).
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Environment Scope 3

Categories measured from last year in scope 3

In Scope 3 Category 1: Purchased goods and services we include plastic, paper and server
power. In Scope 3 Category 2: Capital goods we include steel and plastics from sorting
machines and boxes. In Scope 3 Category 3: Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not in
Scope 1 or 2) we include district heating (emission factor 5.86933158398466 gCo2e/kWh,
Source: Swedish district heating average) and natural gas (emission factor 345.93 gCo2e/
m3, Source: DEFRA 2021) and electricity consumption (emission factors used come from
AIB, 2020, retrieved 2022-03-10). In Scope 3 Category 6: Business travel we include Train
travel, air travel, bus travel, car travel and hotel nights. Scope 3 Category 9: Downstream
transportation and distribution. We measure the transportation of parcels in all markets,
measures in transportation from Merchant Warehouse to our terminals, linehaul traffic
and last mile home- and box delivery. 


New categories in scope 3 for 2021

We added two categories for our scope 3 emissions; Scope 3 Category 5: Waste
generated in operations”. Waste in terminals in all markets are included and waste
categories are; mixed waste, plastic waste, wood waste and paper waste. Emission factors
from DEFRA are used for calculating landfill waste. First time Budbee measures waste, so
waste in offices is excluded (due to limited resources). Not all terminals are included due
to difficulties in collecting data from waste management companies. Also in scope 3
“Category 7: Employee commuting” has been added since last year. The data is based on
an Employee survey from May 2022 on employee commuting where 140 employees
answered. Also, in category scope 3 category “Capital goods” we extended the data to
also include the steel from our purchases of our boxes and sorting machines.


Categories we do not involve in this report due to not relevant for our business or limited
resources, are; 

Scope 3 Category 15: Investments are excluded since we involve investment in capital
goods instead. Scope 3 Category 4: Upstream transportation and distribution. Scope 3
Category 8: Upstream leased asset. Scope 3 Category 10: Processing of sold products.
Scope 3 Category 11: Use of sold products. Scope 3 Category 12: End-of-life treatment of
sold products

Scope 3 Category 13: Downstream leased asset. Scope 3 Category 14: Franchises.
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Calculation, Method &
Terminology


Scope-based emissions
The scopes within the Greenhousgas protocol

PFCS
SF6

CH4
CO2

Pickups

To calculate the driven km, we have calculated the
distance, round trip from our terminal and calculated what
type of vehicle was sent. Since this is a shared route we
have divided the distance by the number of packages
picked up.



Scope 2

Purchased
electricity

Offices



CO2 Eqvivalents
(CO2e)

Scope 3

Transportation &
distribution

Terminals

Scope 3

Commuting 



Last mile

Our final driven distance with your packages is the delivery
from our terminals to end-consumer. This is also a shared
route.


Notes

Based on the distances and vehicle types we calculate the
fuel consumption. Also returns is included in the
calculations

NO2

Scope 1

Office cars



Linehaul

When we have picked up packages from your warehouse
they are transported to our closest Budbee Hub. Packages
that are to be distributed from another Budbee-terminal
will travel with our linehaul. This is also a shared route



HFCS

Downstream

Waste


Business
travel 


Capital
goods



Upstream

Fuel &
energy

Budbee
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Calculation, Method &
Terminology

Well-to-tank

Tank-to-wheel

Well-to-wheel

A Well-to-Tank (WTT) emissions factor is an average of all
the GHG emissions released into the atmosphere from the
production, processing and delivery of a fuel.

Tank-to-Wheel (TTW) refers to emissions from the point at
which energy is absorbed (charging point; fuel pump) to
discharge (being on the move). TTW thus describes the
use of fuel in the vehicle and emissions during driving.

Well-to-wheel (WTW) is the Life Cycle Analysis of the
efficiency of fuels used for transportation. The analysis is
often broken down into stages "well-to-tank" and "tankto-wheel".
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Environmental Diagram 

total absolute emissions scope
1-3
2020

2021

1000



7500



tonnes CO2e

2020: 

2020 


780 g co2e/parcel of total
emissions scopes 1-3

2021


5000



2500


0 g co2e/parcel of
total emissions 

scopes 1-3

51

0
Scope 1

Absolute emissions in 2021 increased by 2300 tonnes CO2e
compared to 2020. Though, the relative emission per parcel
have decreased significant. The emissions from Scope 1
and 2 have mainly increased as a consequence of increase
of electricity usage in terminals and offices. This is due to
the growth and expansion Budbee did during 2021. The
emissions in scope 3 have mainly increased in the category
“Capital goods”, from purchased steel for our boxes and
sorting machines.

Scope 2

Scope 3

Total

Total emissions per scope and year (tCO2e)

2020

2021

Scope 1

100.2

257.8

Scope 2

299

694.792

Scope 3

5,667.563

7,353.950

Total

6,066.763

8,306.541
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Emissions Per Market in 2021
Relative emissions per parcel kg CO2e/parcel for each market

2000



g CO2e

1500



1000



500


0
Belgium

Denmark

Finland

The Netherlands

Sweden

Absolute emissions in total per market in 2021 (tCO2e)
Sweden

3,896

Finland

576

Denmark

651

The Netherlands
Belgium

3,040
140
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Environment Diagram 

absolute emissions per
category

2020

2021

5000



tonnes CO2e

4000



2000



1000


0

siness
travel

Bu

Fuel and energy
related activities

Capital
goods

Scope 3 emissions per category and year (tCO2e)
The emissions in scope 3 have mainly increased from
category capital goods, from purchased steel for our boxes
and sorting machines. We are now focusing on reducing
emissions in these areas, found in scope 3 emissions and

rchased goods
and services

Pu

Transportation
and distribution

aste

Employees
commuting

W

2020

2021

37.653

21.32

52.6

115.089

1,089.2

3,446.7

Purchased goods and services

44.41

15.28

Transportation and distribution

4,443.7

3,137.1

Waste

0

618.030

Employees commuting

0

0.430

Business travel
Fuel and energy related activities
Capital goods

capital goods. The emission factor for steel is 4523578
gCO2e/tonne (Source: Ecoinvent, 2022). The emission factor
for plastic Plastic is 3276706.933 gCO2e/tonne (Source:
DEFRA, 2021). 

Budbee’s decreased the absolute emissions in scope 3
category; transportation and distribution. This was made
by energy efficiency and the use of HVO100 by our couriers
in transportation.
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Environment Diagram 

absolute emissions
transportation and distribution
2020

2021

2500



Transportation of packages in all markets, measures in
transportation from Merchant Warehouse to our terminals.
Linehaul traffic and last mile home- and box delivery.

Budbees decreased the absolute emissions in scope 3
category; transportation and distribution by 1300 tonnes
CO2e. This was made by energy efficiency and the use of
HVO100 and electrical vehicles by our couriers in
transportation. 


The emission factor used for diesel Well-to-Tank: 676
gCo2e/liter( Source: PREEM Klimatprestanda drivmedel 2021
Assuming Diesel mix is similar to Evolution Diesel). 

The emission factor used for HVO100: Tank-to-Wheel: 0
gCo2e/liter. (Source: WTW (scope 1+3) Energimyndigheten
drivmedelslagen (2019) TTW (Scope 3) Trafikverket
Handbok för vägtrafikens luftföroreningar). The emission
factor for HVO100, Well-to-Tank; 454 gCo2e/liter. (Source:
WTW (scope 1+3) Energimyndigheten drivmedelslagen
(2019) TTW (Scope 3) Trafikverket Handbok för vägtrafikens
luftföroreningar). 


The emission factor for Electric car/bike Tank-to-Wheel: 0
gCo2e/km (Source: Antar 0.2kWh/km med Nordisk
medelmix (baserad på ENTSOE, IEA och AIB)). The emission
factor for Electric car/bike, Well-to-Tank: 14.99 gCo2e/km.
(Source: Antar 0.2kWh/km med Nordisk medelmix (baserad
på ENTSOE, IEA och AIB)).

tonnes CO2e

2000



1500



1000



500


0
Flow: Warehouse - Terminal

Flow: Intra company 

(line-haul)

Flow: Last mile - Home delivery

Flow: Last mile - Box delivery

Total emissions per transportation and distribution flow and year (tCO2e)

2020

2021

Flow: Warehouse - Terminal

941.5

707.1

1,318.3

1,389.3

2,170.203

886

10.1

154.7

Flow: Intra company (line-haul)
Flow: Last mile - Home delivery
Flow: Last mile - Box delivery
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Relative Emissions 

CO2e per km in our different
transportation flows in all
markets

2021 

2020: 


Total average emissions
780 g co2e/parcel of total
in all transportation flows:
emissions scopes 1-3
110 g CO2e / km

400



g CO2e

300



200



100



0
Box deliveries

Home deliveries

Linehaul traffic

Pick up from merchant
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Emissions per Parcel of Scope 3
Transports and Distribution
We are very proud of our achievements in
reducing our relative emissions in per
parcel from 2020 to 2021.

570g


180g


CO2e/parcel

2020

CO2e/parcel

2021
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Climate Compensation

We measure our annual CO2 footprint and compensate for
the impact we have in scope 1-3. This compensation is
done together with our partner Lune, that offers different
carbon offset services. In 2021 we compensated for 4000t
CO2, in two projects, in 2022 we will choose other projects,
not done yet. 


Project 1: Gujarat Solar Solar Farm (solar panels) in India. 


Project 2: Guanaré Afforestation Project: The project is in
Uruguay. Afforestation activities carried out by this project
remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store it in
different carbon pools (living above-ground and belowground biomass, soil, litter, non-tree vegetation etc).
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Case, fossil-free Sweden

Sweden

In 2021 we accomplished our goal to become fossil-free in
Sweden, which we are very proud of! By using only HVO100,
electric cars and cargo bikes we removed fossil fuels from
all our transportations.

Home delivery

Regular petrol/diesel

HVO100 (biodiesel)


100% fossil-free/
renewable

Box delivery

0%

85%


Regular petrol/diesel

HVO100 (biodiesel)


Pick up 

0%

100%


Regular petrol/diesel

HVO100 (biodiesel)


Linehaul 

0%

100%


Regular petrol/diesel

HVO100 (biodiesel)


0%

100%


Electric van


9%


Electric van


0%


Electric van


0%


Electric van


0%


Cargo bike

6%

Cargo bike

0%

Cargo bike

0%

Cargo bike

0%
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Three Social Pillars

Decent work

Social contribution

Inclusion and
diversity

Budbee would not be where we are today
without the fantastic people working in our
offices and terminals and the drivers
employed by our courier partners. We strive
to offer fair working conditions, whether you
work full-time, part-time, or a few hours
here and there.

In 2021, Budbee had some 400 employees
and thereby contributed to job and tax
money creation. We are also an active
voice in the conversation about the modern
city, talking about how we can enable a
convenient and sustainable lifestyle to as
many people as possible. We help the
consumer to make sustainable choices by
being transparent and honest. What we
state, we can

Inclusion and diversity - Working for
Budbee gives you experience for life. We
offer a social environment where you work
with people from various backgrounds, and
many people stay with us for a long time.
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Decent Work

Budbee provides decent work, protects labour rights and offers safe and secure
working environments, in line with UN SDG Goal 8, Decent Work & Economic Growth.
We are currently working on setting up a human rights due dilligence process.


Technological innovations are at the core of Budbee’s business but our people are
the key to our success. Our colleagues and partners ensure that consumers get the
very best experience when using our service. We are very proud to have so many
employees working hard every day to make sure that the quality of the consumer
experience is never compromised.



Forms of employment

We demand that everyone who works for Budbee is offered fair, safe and good
working conditions and forms of employment.


We do not accept that our Partners use self-employment or what is often called
"gig economy" (ie other forms of non-employment engagement) when performing
work on behalf of Budbee. In cases where our partners in turn use subcontractors,
we require to be informed about (i) that subcontractors are used and (ii) the terms
of employment that apply to the individuals who perform the work. We demand
that the same forms of employment and minimum conditions apply and are
applied to our Partners' employees as to our own employees. Budbee has the right
to refuse the use of subcontractors if these requirements are not met. 


Budbee approves the following forms of employment
Permanent employmen
Fixed-term employment (temporary, fixed-term employment, probationary
employment)

25
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8.2 Decent Work

Terms and conditions

We strive to offer fair working conditions, whether you are
working full-time or a few hours here and there. Budbee
employees work in our offices and terminal buildings.
Drivers/bikers are not employed by Budbee, but work for
professional courier companies. We are proud and happy
to have good collaborations with these companies over a
long period of time. 


We work continuously to review and develop our
partnership agreements and can audit couriers at any
time. We conduct regular employee surveys among the
drivers and in 2021 we launched our first whistleblowing
system where drivers can report issues anonymously. The
Whistleblowing function for all drivers is available through
the Driver App that they use when working for us. Further,
we provide a whistleblowing function for all Budbee
employees. All Budbee partners, including but not limited to
couriers, must sign our Code of Conduct and the Working
Conditions included in our standard contract. 


We have also started to develop a human rights due
diligence process, that will be done in 2022. In this initiative
we continuously work to up-date our on the job training
and new e-learning systems to make it clear to all drivers
what rights they have when working for us. After signing a
contract, the couriers are provided with our onboarding
material.


Penalties and fines

Budbee does not allow salary deductions or similar
penalties or fines for our own or Partners'* employees
(including drivers) as a penalty in a disciplinary matter in
relation to an agreement with Budbee except (i) when
regulated by a collective agreement or is legally permitted
and required by applicable law, or (ii) in the event of
speeding or parking fines where these can be traced to the
Partner's staff (including drivers).

26
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Social Contribution

Budbee contributes to this UN SDG Goal 8, Decent Work &
Economic Growth by delivering sustainable economic
growth and productive employment in five countries. In
2021, Budbee had some 400 employees and thereby
contributed to job and tax money creation. We also support
local suppliers in the different markets - preserving
employment levels in the local context. 


Budbee contributes to UN SDG 11, Sustainable Cities &
Communities by lowering the environmental impact of
cities and improving air quality by switching to renewable
diesel, HVO100 and electrical vehicles. We provide the
urban population with sustainable logistics and implement
better last mile solutions by using HVO100 and electrical
vehicles. 


The Modern City 

We are an active voice in the conversation about the
modern city, talking about how we can enable a
convenient and sustainable lifestyle to as many people as
possible. We see e-commerce as a given ingredient in this
recipe and develop our services with that in mind. As a
player in the e-commerce sector, we believe that we can
have an impact by looking into new ways of working with
waste management and re-use, contributing to SDG 12.
Already today, we deliver parcels for companies in the field
of circular economy and going forward, we see great
potential for how we as a logistics expert can be involved in
the planning of circular flows in society. We are in close
dialogues with merchants and other industry players on
how we can work with smarter packaging, e.g. using the
right material and limiting “dead weight”.
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Social Contribution

Living Standards for End-users

Budbee provides an app where consumers can follow their
deliveries and much more. Budbee aims to be as
transparent as possible and share information with
consumers through the app. We also offer responsible
marketing in sustainability communication. We help the
consumer to make sustainable choices by being
transparent and honest. What we state, we can show that
we do. 



Inclusion and diversity 

Working at Budbee gives you experience for life. We have
offices and terminals in all our active markets and offer a
social working environment where you will work in teams
with people from various backgrounds. We encourage our
co-workers to take initiative and have a culture where
people can develop and grow within the company and
therefore, many choose to stay with us for a long time. At
Budbee, we value drive, commitment and team spirit.
Budbee would not be where we are today without the
fantastic people working in our offices and terminals. Our
people are the most essential and vital part of our business
and we value them enormously.
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Contact
Ann Sonne

VP of Communication

+46 (0) 8 122 503 40

ann.sonne@budbee.com
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